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NOTICE 

The project that is the subject of this report was approved by 
the Governing Board of the National Research council, whose members 
are drawn from the councils of the National Academy of Sciences, the 
National Academy of Engineering, and the Institute of Medicine. The 
members of the conanittee responsible for the report were chosen for 
their special competences and with regard for appropriate balance. 

This report has been reviewed by a group other than the authors 
according to procedures approved by a Report Review Committee 
consisting of members of the National Academy of Sciences, the 
National Academy of Engineering, and the Institute of Medicine. 

Prepared for the 
u.s. Army Natick Research and Development Laboratories 

Natick, Massachusetts 
under contract NO. DAAK60-79-C-0015. 

The National Research council was established by the National 
Academy of Sciences in 1916 to associate the broad conanunity of 
science and technology with the Academy's purpose of furthering knowl
edge and of advising the federal government. The council operates in 
accordance with general policies determined by the Academy under the 
authority of its congressional charter of 1863, which establishes the 
Academy as a private, non-prof it, self""'9overning membership corpora
tion. The council has become the principal operating agency of both 
the Academy of Sciences and the National Academy of Engineering in the 
conduct of their services to the government, the public, and the 
scientific and engineering conanunities. It is administered jointly by 
both Academies and the Institute of Medicine. The National Academy of 
Engineering and the Institute of Medicine were established in 1964 and 
1970, respectively, under the charter of the National Academy of 
Sciences. 
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PREFACE 

Statement of Task 

In October 1979, the General Conanittee on DoD Food Program* agreed 
to a request by the u.s. Army Natick Research and Development Labora
tories (NLABS) for a study of the DoD Food RD'l'&Eng Program** at NLABS. 
This program had been initiated ten years before by the Assistant 
Secretary of Defense (Installation and Logistics), and it was thought 
that an objective appraisal would be of value. 

The study was designed to provide the following: 

• An evaluation of NLABS responses to military service require
ments (MSRB) from case studies of a representative sample of 
MSRs. 

• An assessment of the Technology Base activities of the Food 
RDT&Eng Program. 

• An assessment of the nutritional aspects of the Food RD'l'&Eng 
Program.*** 

• An identification of methods for improving the Food RD'l'&Eng 
Program. 

*A connittee of the Advisory Board on Military Personnel Supplies 
(ABMPS) of the National Research Council. The Committee was estab
lished to review and coordinate the work of the ABMPS food and food
related committees and provide an overview of the U.S. Department of 
Defense (DoD) Food RD'l'&Eng Program at NLABS. 
**Research, development, testing, and engineering program. NLABS has 

the responsibility for all but the nutritional aspects of the program, 
the latter being the responsibility of the Surgeon General of the Army. 
Three of the five NLABS operational units are involved in the DoD Food 
RDT&Eng Program: the Science and Advanced Technology Laboratory, Food 
Engineering Laboratory, and Operations Research and Systems Analysis 
Office (OR/SA). The other operational units are the Aero-Mechnical 
Engineering Laboratory and the Clothing, Equipment, and Materials 
Laboratory. 
***Added at the request of the Off ice of the Under Secretary of Defense 
for Research and Engineering. 
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Organization of Study 

Five panels with 3-5 members per panel were formed to study the 
handling of the food and food-related requirements of the Army, Navy, 
Air Force, Marine Corps, and Defense Logistics Agency. TWO additional 
panels were formed to study the Technology Base activities of the COD 
Food RDT&Eng Program and the nutritional aspects of the program. A 
task force canprised of the Chairman of the General Committee and the 
chairmen of the panels defined the tasks of the panels, selected 16 
representative MSRs for case studies, and formulated study guidelines 
(see APPENDIX). 

Meetings 

The Task Force met at NLABS in Natick, Massachusetts, on February 
28-29, and March 1, 1980. Each of the panels subsequently held several 
meetings, some of them with food RDT&Eng personnel at HLABS and repre
sentatives of various COD components. 

A meeting of the report preparation group in Chicago on November 
7-9, 1980 was followed by a meeting of the General Committee in 
Washington, D.c., on January 15-16, 1981 for a discussion of the 
report. The report preparation group met again in Washington, D.C. on 
February 10 and March 20 for the completion of its task. 

ii 
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SUMMARY 

The food and food service requirements of the armed services are 
diverse and, at times, extremely complex. There is an ongoing need for 
the creation of new food service systems and the adaptation of existing 
ones to new weapons systems and changing combat conditions. There is 
also a need to improve the efficiency and management of garrison feed
ing systems. 

Advances and innovations made in the processing, packaging, and 
handling of foods are creating pressures of their own for the develop
ment and deployment of new food service systems that can provide better 
rations more economically to military personnel in tanks, submarines, 
aircraft, ships, missile silos, isolated outposts, remote garrisons, 
or wherever they might be. 

This study consisted of an examination of (a) the handling of the 
food and food service requirements of the Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine 
Corps, and Defense Logistics Agency by the Army Natick Research and 
Development Laboratories (NLABS), (b) the Technology Base activities 
associated with the OOD Food RDT&Eng Program,* and (c) the Department 
of Defense's nutrition research activities. 

The conclusions reached are based not only on the findings of 
this study but also on the collective experience of the members of the 
General Conunittee and the panels with the work carried out over the 
years on the OOD Food RDT&Eng Program. 

*Department of Defense Food Research, Development, Testing, and Engi
neering Program 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Conclusions 

The following are the major conclusions reached in this study: 

1. The DoD Food RD'l'6Eng Program at the Army Natick Research and 
Development Laboratories is generally fulfilling its mandate within 
the budgetary constraints imposed, making essential and highly impor
tant contributions to the food and food service programs of the armed 
services. 

2. The Army, Nayy, Air Force, Marine Corps, and Defense Logistics 
Agency are generally well satisfied with the response of NLABS to their 
food and food-service requirements and the results achieved, but the 
present operation could be improved if (a) NLABS instituted better 
management control of its projects, (b) the DoD Food RD'l'6Eng Program 
were given adequate, consistent, and timely funding, and (c) the rep
resentatives assigned by the armed services to the Joint Technical 
Staff were more technically qualified. 

3. NLABS' generally well-equipped facilities and the wide range 
of knowledge, skill, and experience of its personnel make it possible 
for it to deal with the food problems of the armed services far better 
than the individual services could on their own. The services have 
neither the desire to operate their own individual food RD'l'6Eng pro
grams nor the capability for doing so. 

4. The DoD Food RD'l'6Eng Program at NLABS would be more effective 
and have fewer difficulties if NLABS were attached to an organizational 
element of DoD that provided greater visibility and support. Buried 
in the Army structure where there is little interest and knowledge of 
food R6D, the program is being adversely affected by management, 
morale, communication, and funding problems. 

S. The effectiveness and productivity of the DoD Food RDT6Eng 
Program at NLABS would be further improved by placing it under a strong 
civilian director with the authority to plan, lead, organize, control, 
and allocate resources. 

6. The potential of NLABS would be more fully realized if there 
were a greater degree of communication (a) within NLABS between mana
gers, scientists, and technicians, and the Joint Technical Staff, (b) 
between NLABS and other DoD components via the Joint Technical Staff 
and NLABS tours, and (c) between NLABS, the universities, and private 
industry via NLABS tours, personal contacts, seminars, industry asso
ciation meetings, peer-review journals, and trade publications. 

7. The level of funding for Technology Base activities during 
the past five years (35-70 percent of that requested) has adversely 
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affected activities that provide vital conceptual and technological 
support to the COD Food RDT&Eng Program. The FY 1981 level of funding 
is well below the FY 1977 level when measured in constant dollars. 

8. Although Congress has transferred the nutrition research 
effort at the Letterman Army Institute of Research (LAIR)* to the u.s. 
Department of Agriculture (USDA), COD still has the responsibility for 
identifying the mission-essential nutrition research needs of the armed 
services and coordinating its efforts in this direction with those of 
USDA and other contractors. 

Recommendations 

The General Committee recommends that: 

1. The personnel and facilities at NLABS that are involved in 
the DoD Food RDT&Eng Program be transferred from the Army Materiel 
Development and Readiness Command (DARCOM) to an organizational element 
of DoD that can provide the attention, support, and visibility that 
the program requires to achieve its objectivesi also that a study be 
made of the feasibility of transferring all the personnel and facil
ities of NLABS, not just those involved in the Food RDT&Eng Program, 
to keep the organization from being fragmented. 

2. The Food RDT&Eng Program at NLABS** be placed under a strong 
civilian director with the authority to plan, lead, organize, control, 
and allocate resources, and that this be done regardless of where NLABS 
is located within DoD. 

3. The Food RDT&Eng Program at NLABS be given adequate, consis
tent, and timely funding to prevent the type of disruption caused by 
the erratic funding practices of the past. 

4. Technology Base activities be kept separate from direct work 
on MSRs. Also that steps be taken to prevent direct work on MSRs 
under the guise of Technology Base activities using funds that have 
been allocated for the latter. 

S. DoD have a single nutrition component (supported by a budget 
line) that can (a) identify the mission-essential nutrition research 

*A unit of the Office of the Army Surgeon General. 

**Three of the five NLABS operational units are involved in the DoD 
Food RDT&Eng Program: the Science and Advanced Technology Laboratory, 
Food Engineering Laboratory, and Operations Research and Systems 
Analysis liifice (OR/SA). The other operational units are the Aero
Mechanical Engineering Laboratory and the Clothing, Equipment, and 
Materials Laboratory. 
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requbed by DoD, (b) set priorities, and (c) deteraine budgetary 
requireMnts. 

6. Representatives to the Joint Technical Staff be technically 
qualified and have the technical skills required to provide effective 
liaison and ensure proper utilisation of the final product. 

7. RLABS institute better management control of its projects. 

8. 0o-unications be improved within NLABS, between NLABS and 
other COD components, and between HI.ABS, the universities, and the 
private sector usi119 whatever aeans are available (i.e., personal con
tact, reports, NI.ABS tours, seainars, industry association 11eeti119s, 
peer-review journals, trade publications, etc.). 

4 
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INTRODUCTION 

The food program of the u.s. Department of Defense (DoD) is an 
enormous undertaking. The Army, Navy, Air !'Orce, and Marine O>rps 
together serve an average of 1.6 million meals a day to 750,000 service 
men and women stationed in the united States and abroad, maintaining a 
total of 2,400 dining facilities. The total cost of the program (food, 
equipment, labor, maintenance, etc.) exceeds $10 billion per year. 

The management problems are complicated by the great diversity of 
conditions, environments, and geographic locations encountered during 
food service operations in the field, at sea, below the sea, and in the 
air, from the heat of the desert to the cold of the Arctic. The com
plications are compounded by long supply lines and the need to maintain 
reserves of food in long-term storage. 

The responsibility for the overall policy and direction of the 
DoD !'bod Service Program lies with the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
(Manpower, Reserve Affairs, and Logistics), who is assisted in this 
task by the DoD !'bod Planning Board. The Secretary of the Army and 
the Natick Research and Development Laboratories (NLABS) are respon
sible for the formulation and execution of the DoD !'bod RDT&Eng 
Program, and work in coordination and cooperation with the Army, Navy, 
Air !'Orce, Marine corps, and Defense IDgistics Agency (DLA). The pro
gram is subject to the review and approval of the under Secretary of 
Defense for Research and Engineering. 

A number of the food requirements of the armed services are 
uniquely different from those of the civilian sector. !'bod supplies 
for combat troops, naval vessels (particularly submarines), personnel 
in forward or isolated positions, and emergency situations must have 
special characteristics that are not essential in foods prepared for 
the caamercial civilian market. The requirements vary with each 
operating environment but are generally combinations of some or all of 
the following: low weight, low volume, edibility with little or no 
preparation, long-term shelf stability, and durable packaging. 

The food service equipment designed for military use may also 
differ markedly from that designed for civilian use. TO function 
satisfactorily under the conditions met in the field, such equipment 
must be more rugged, mobile, compact, and reliable than equipment 
utilized in the civilian sector. It must also be compatible with 
weapons systems in use and function effectively in toxic and other 
extreme environments. 

The limited potential of the military market does not usually 
justify the size of investment in R&D the civilian food industry would 
need to make if it were to attempt to provide food products and equip
ment for the armed forces. When the potential does justify an invest
ment by a private company in the development of a new product, the 
procurement system works against that company since every other company 
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that wishes to bid on the procureaent contract has free access to ali 
the pertinent information it needs on the product through the written 
specifications. The set-aside provisions of the Small Business Jct* 
place large companies at a particular disadvantage. As a result of 
the system and the limited potential of the military market, DoD 
generally finds it aust do its own product development work through 
the l'OOd RDT&Bng Program. 

One must not conclude, however, that there is no mutuality of 
interests in the ailitary and civilian sectors. The military food 
program has benefited from advances made in the civilian food industry 
and the civilian sector has benefited no less from advances made in the 
military sector. 'l'he DoD Food RDT&Bng Program has been of particular 
benefit and value to industries now engaged in the production of boxed 
beef, canned and fabricated meats, canned specialty foods, dehydrated 
and freeze-dry coffee, dehydrated eggs, dry soup mixes, dry beverage 
mixes, cake mixes, converted rice, and a variety of other processed 
foods. The program has also made important contributions to retort 
pouch technology, the thermal processing of food in steam-table tray 
pans, and the development and improvement of various types of food
service equipment (e.g., french-fry extruders, conveyor-belt broilers, 
and refrigeration components). 

DoD Food RDT&Bng Program at NLABS 

The DoD l'OOd RDT&Bng Program at NLABS covers, but is not limited 
to, the following: 

• ~od chemistry, microbiology, nutritional evaluation, pro
cessing, preservation, packaging, stability, and consumer 
acceptance. 

• Equipment for food preparation, holding, handling, delivery, 
serving, and sanitation. 

• ~od service systems and facilities for all environments and 
operating conditions. 

• ~od products, recipes, menus, operational rations, and food 
packets. 

• Specifications for procurement of food and related packaging, 
equipment, and systems. 

*Section 15, 15 USC 644. Small business preferences have also been 
established in PUblic Law 95507. 

6 
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One of the major objectives of the program is the timely introduc
tion of new and improved food items, feeding systems, and techniques 
for preservation and packaging. 

The Food RDT&Eng Program, like other RDT&Eng programs carried out 
by the ~' is comprised of a variety of activities, including (a) 
research, (b) exploratory development, (c) advanced development, and 
(d) engineering development. These are defined as follows by Army 
Regulation 70-1 (1975):* 

• Research (designated as 6.1 activity) includes scientific 
study and experimentation that is carried out to increase 
knowledge and understanding in the scientific fields that are 
related to national security needs. It includes research 
that is directed toward the acquiring of fundamental knowledge 
for the solution of identified military proble•s and, also, 
research that will provide part of the base for subsequent 
exploratory and advanced developments in the defense-related 
technologies of new or improved military capabilities. 

• Exploratory development (designated as 6.2 activity) includes 
efforts toward the solution of specific •ilitary problems, 
efforts that can ra119e from fairly fundamental applied 
research to the development of prototype hardware. 

• Advanced development (designated as 6.3 activity) includes 
the development of generic techniques (6.3A) and hardware 
(6.38) that can have a variety of military applications. 

• Engineering development (designated as 6.4 activity) is the 
development work that is carried out in the engineering phase 
of a project. This phase is usually completed before a pro
ject has been approved for procurement and operation. 

The activities that are designated as 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3A are 
categorized as Technology Base activities, but there is no 6.3A 
funding in the Food RDT&Eng Program. 

Processing of Pt>od RDT&Eng MSRs (Military Service Require•ents) 

The Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine corps, Defense LOgistics Agency 
(DLA), and various DoD components (e.g., Pt>od Planning Board, ~ 
Service Facility & Equipment Planning Board) submit their require•ents 
for food RDT&Eng on an annual schedule to the Deputy Olief of Staff for 
Research, Development, and Aoequisition (DCSRDA). Designated as MSRs 

*These definitions apply to all RDT&Eng in the Army, not just that in 
the food program. 
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(military service require•nta), they may call for research, develop
ment, testing, and engineering (the 6.2-6.4 activities described above) 
on a wide variety of food and food-related probleaa, ranging from the 
preparation, nutrition, preservation, packaging, and acceptance of 
individual food items to the development of food service systems and 
facilities for all environments, operating conditions, and weapon 
systas. 

DCSRDA passes the MSRs on to NLABS for study and the develop
ment of a technical plan for achieving the apecif ied objectives, and 
the MSRs then proceed through a series of steps to the execution of 
the required RDT&Eng and the implementation of the final results 
(Figure 1). 

Organization and Mission of Food RDTiEng Program 
Elements at BLABS 

The NLABS elements involved in the DoD Food RDTiEng Program are 
the following: the Science and Advanced Technology Laboratory, lbOd 
Engineering Laboratory, and the Operational Research and Systems 
Analysis Office (see Figure 2). The mission, responsibilities, and 
organization of each of these elements are described below. 

Science and Advanced Technology Laboratory 

The mission of the Science and Advanced Technology Laboratory 
includes: 

• Basic and applied food science research and development. 

• Collection of background data and development of principles 
for new and improved feeding systems. 

• Basic and applied engineering on methods and systems for 
reducing environmental pollution from military activities. 

• Research on prevention of microbiological deterioration of 
materials. 

• Technical support to standardization, logistics, and 
operations. 

Figure 3 shows the groups in the laboratory engaged in food 
RDTiEng. 
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Acronyms: 
DARCOM 
DCSRDA 
DLA 
JFB 
JTS 
NLABS 
USDR&E 

Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, DLA 

JTS I Monitori:_ I N LABS 

DAR COM 

Army Materiel Development end Reediness Co1Tmand 
Army Deputy Chief of Steff for Reuerch, Development, end Acquisition 
Defen11 Logistics Agency 
Joint Formulation Board 
Joint Technical Steff 
Natick Army R1111rch and Development Llbomorin 
Under Secretary of D1fen11 for Research end Engineering 

Figure 1. Flow Diagram for Military Service Requirements (MSRs) 
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Army Materiel Development 
and Readiness Command 

(DARCOM) 

Army Natick Research and 
Development Laboratories 

(NLABS) 

Commanding Officer 
Technical Director 
Deputy Technical Director 

I 
Science and Food 
Advanced Engineering 
Technology Laboratoryt 
laboratory• 

•for org1niutlon11I 1Ubdlvilion1, - Figure 3. 
tFor org1nization11I subdivi1ion1, - Figure 4. 
*No org1nlzation81 subdivi1ion1. 

I 
Operations 
Research and 
Systems 
Analysis 
Officei 

Figure 2. Elements of NLABS Involved in DoD Food RDT&Eng Program 
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Behavioral 
Sciences 
Division 

Food 
Habits 
Group 

Science and 
Advanced 
Technology 
Laboratory 

Biological 
Sciences 
Division 

Analytical 
Chemistry 
Group 

Food 
Microbiology 
Group 

Physical 
Sciences 
Division 

Food 
Chemlatry 
Group 

Environmental 
Protection 
Group 

- Groups engaging in Technology Ba11 activities (see Technology Ba11 section). 

Environmental 
Sciences and 
Engineering 
Division 

Environmental 
Analysis 
Group 

Figure 3. Organization of Science and Advanced Technology Laboratory 
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!bod Bngineering Laboratory 

'!'he mission of the POod Engineering Laboratory includes1 

• Research and development, product engineering, and standardi
zation work on the design, development, and evaluation of 
military rations, food products, food processes, packaging, 
food service equipment, and feeding syst... for DoD, other 
u.s. governaent agencies, and foreign governments. 

• Technical support to procure•nt, logistics, and operations. 

Figure 4 shows the groups in the lt>Od Bngineering Laboratory 
engaged in food RD'l'iEng. 

Operations Research and Systems Analysis Office (OR/SA) 

OR/SA carries out operations research, aystaa analyses, and coat 
analyses for the lt>od RD'l'iEng Program. .As part of its function, this 
office does the followings 

• Identifies problems and develops concepts for their solution. 

• Designs and conducts experiment• to prove· the feasibility 
of new concepts and provide• data for cost-effectiveness and 
system-effectiveness analyaea. 

• Provide• detailed recomaendationa for the impl ... ntation of 
new systems~ 

• carries out economic analysis and C::ost analyaia functions. 
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ASSESSMENT 01' MSR ACTIVITIES AT NI.ABS 

To aaaeaa the handling of military service requireaenta (MSRa) by 
the Army Natick Research and Development Laboratories (NI.ABS)*, the 
Task !Orce selected 16 representative MSRa for examination by the 
panels set up for this part of the study. !Our of the 16 had been 
submitted by the Army, two by the Navy, four by the Air !Orce, three 
by the Marine corps, and three by the Defense Iogiatica Jqency. !Our 
of the MSRa that proved to be of interest to more than one branch of 
the armed services were claasif ied as Joint Service Require11enta 
(JSRa) and funded jointly. 

MSRa Submitted by ArllY 

JSR AAl'MN 81-25: New SUbaistence Items for DoD 

Originally submitted by the Army, this MSR was subsequently clas
sified as a JSR and funded by the Army, Air !Orce, Marine corps, and 
Navy. It calla for the development and introduction of new and 
improved food items, processing techniques, and packaging techniques 
that will offer nutritional, coat, or logistical advantages for gar
rison and operational food service systems. Among the food iteaa 
included in the FY 1980-81 program are (a) restructured meat products, 
(b) dehydrated and compressed meats, vegetables, and other foods, and 
(c) thermally processed tray-pack items. 

USA 3-31 Meal, Ready-to-Bat 

'l'hia MSR was for the development of a combat ration. '!'here has 
long been a need for ready-to-eat meals that are lighter and 110re 
acceptable than meals packed in cans, meals that would continue to be 
acceptable to service personnel if they were the only ration available 
for a period of up to seven days. QUick-aerve, thermoproceaaed, and 
irradiated foods in flexible pouches were evaluated for use in this MSR. 

JSR AM 7-4: LOng-Range Patrol !'Ood Packet 

'l'hia JSR, funded by the Army and Marine corps, was for the devel
opment of a food packet for special forces in remote areas where the 
maintenance of supplies might be uncertain for periods of 3 to 10 days. 

*References to NI.ABS in this report are exclusively to elements and 
personnel involved in the DoD !'Ood RDT&Eng Program. 'l'hia program, one 
of the many at NI.ABS, was the only activity examined in this study. 
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'l'he objective was a lightweight packet that would make hot food avail
able to personnel engaged in tactical operations if they had sufficient 
time, the only requirement other than the packet being a supply of 
potable water. 

USA 8-41 Systems Analysis of Army Hospital POod Service Operation 

'l'his MSR was for the examination of Army hospital food service 
operations. 'l'he objective was a cost-effective system for serving 
highly acceptable, nutritious meals to patients and authorized duty 
personnel. 'l'he sizable and costly new hospital construction program 
of the Army made this MSR particularly important. 

Assessment of Handling of Army MSR/JSRs. 

'l'he new and improved food items, processing techniques, and pack
aging methods being developed under JSR AA1MN 81-25 are essential to 
the food programs of all the services. 'l'he production testing for 
this effort, contracted out to private industry, is an example of the 
role the private sector can play in the DoD POod RDT&Bng Program. 

'l'he length of time required for the completion of USA 3-3 was due 
110re to management, priority, and funding problems than to a lack of 
technical competence. 'l'he requirements for the •Meal, Ready-to-Bat• 
ration were defined in 1961 but work on it ceased in 1967. 'l'he re
quirements were redefined in 1973 and the •Meal, Ready-to-Bat• was 
completed and accepted as a standard ration in 1975. Procurement 
began in FY 1980 and is continuing on an annual basis. 

JSR AM 7-4 has shown how effectively NLABS can respond when the 
need is urgent, the funding is adequate, and a good Technology Base is 
in place. 'l'his project has shown that it is possible, when the need 
is sufficiently great, to introduce a product without elaborate test
ing, utilizing feedback from the •client• to correct minor problems as 
the product is put into use. 

The effort on USA 8-4 was well planned and orderly but the project 
was not without problems. 'l'he selection of a frozen food system over 
a chilled food system was based on an analysis utilizing weighting 
factors that were determined subjectively by one individual when they 
could have been determined more objectively or, at least, have been 
arrived at after consultation with other experts. In addition, some 
of the reports written on this project proved to be too technical to 
be understood by the individual who replaced the original project 
officer.· 

The study of these MSRs and JSR& revealed the importance of 
preventing erratic changes in funding and priorities. 'l'hree of the 
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four service requirements examined were delayed by changes in funding 
and shifts in priorities by the clients. Discussions with those in 
the Office of the Army Deputy Chief of Staff for It>gietics indicated 
the Army was well satisfied with the manner in which its MSRs were 
being handled, however, despite the probleae. In their view, HI.ABS 
was carrying out its tasks capably within the organizational and 
funding constraints imposed. 

HI.ABS can improve the handling of MSR/JSRs by (a) instituting 
better management control of projects, (b) establishing objectives, 
goals and strict timetables for each project, (c) making certain 
project officers are technically qualified, (d) having more highly 
qualified technical representatives on the Joint Technical Staff, and 
(e) writing project reports at a technical level that can readily be 
understood by the client. DoD, on the other hand, might establish 
shorter term (e.g., one year) goals, put an end to erratic funding, 
and minimize shifts in priorities. The Army, in turn, might establish 
a long-range program for the developaent of competent technical and 
managerial personnel that can be brought together under one command 
and given the responsibility for the Army's food service systems. 

MSRs Submitted by Navy 

USN 2-1: uniform Ration cost System 

In this MSR, the Navy requested that HI.ABS "develop and recomend 
a concept for a uniform ration cost system that is related to changing 
consumer requireaents, including the derivation of a supporting method 
for the computation of a basic daily food allowance." The Navy wished 
to replace the existing law and a variety of regulations, some of thea 
no longer suited to the times, with a system that could accomlOdate 
changing requireaents, innovations, and new technologies that were 
related to foods and food services. 

The MSR was assigned to the Operations Research and Systems 
Analysis Office (OR/SA) where a program was developed that would (a) 
enable the preparation of nutritionally sound meals that are highly 
acceptable and (b) result in a ration cost-accounting system that would 
enable the determination of system as well as raw food costs, provide 
cost limits for military systems, and also provide a built-in procedure 
for review and updating. The program was designed to be adaptable to 
the food supply and food service systems of all the armed forces. 

Th• program has been approved by DoD and the four services, and 
enabling legislation has been drafted and referred to the House eom
mittee on Armed Services. 
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USN 7-1: !t>od Service Systems Afloat Analysis 

Thia MSR, assigned to OR/SA, was for the development of shipboard 
food service systems that would (a) improve the acceptance of foods and 
food service without compromising nutrition, (b) provide more rapid and 
efficient service, (c) reduce costs, (d) reduce manpower requirements, 
and (e) improve the design and decor of eating areas. 'l'he food service 
systems on many of the older ships, particularly the aircraft carriers, 
required immediate attention. 

OR/SA produced a fast-food menu, prepared the recipes, assembled 
the equipment, designed the layout and decor, and developed the manage
ment and operational plans for a system that was installed on the USS 
Saratoga. 'l'he success of the project convinced the Navy it should 
install similar systems on all the other carriers and adapt the system 
or parts of it to other ships as well. The Navy subsequently asked 
NI.ABS to develop a program for the in-port feeding of shipboard 
personnel. 

Assessment of Handling of Navy MSRB 

'l'he results achieved with USN 2-1 were very impressive and have 
made a basic and important contribution to the feeding systems of the 
armed services. OR/SA handled this extensive and complex MSR in a 
thorough and efficient manner. 

USN 7-1, handled by OR/SA, became a team effort in which the 
Letterman Army Institute of Research and the Committee on !t>od Service 
Systems* worked with various groups within NI.ABS. The resulting 
improvement in the food service systems on the aircraft carriers 
involved was so marked, the Navy began to modify the food service 
systems on other ships along similar lines. 

USN 2-1 and USN 7-1 illustrate the value and effectiveness of the 
NI.ABS elements that are involved in the DoD !t>od RDT&Bng Program. The 
facilities and equipment at NI.ABS and the knowledge, skill, and ex
perience of the scientists and technicians make it possible for NI.ABS 
to deal with the food RDT&Bng problems of the services far better than 
the services would be able to on their own. 

The efficiency and output of the NI.ABS elements involved in the 
DoD !t>od RDT&Bng Program could be improved, however, if steps were 
taken to: 

*A committee of the Advisory Board on Military Personnel Supplies, 
National. Research council. 
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• Simplify the unnecessarily complex time-consuming procedures 
that have evolved over the years for the processing of MSRa. 
The movement of MSRs up and down the chain of cOllllland during 
the planning, formulating, prioritizing, and funding stages 
takes far too much time. The process should be simplified. 

• Improve communications. The Navy's food management personnel 
should take advantage of the information and training activi
ties and programs at NI.ABS, and NI.ABS should react to the 
changing food and food service needs of the armed services by 
organizing seminars, presentations, and other forms of com
munication on a regular and continuing basis. NI.ABS should, 
in addition, expand its communication with the civilian 
sector (i.e., private industry and the universities) by 
(a) allowing its personnel to make more frequent visits to 
factories, laboratories, and meetings and (b) inviting 
personnel frOlll the civilian sector to Natick for seminars, 
consultations, and meetings organized to familiarize them 
with military problems and programs. 

• Improve the level of funding and its administration. The 
Food RDT•Eng Program requires budgetary support that is not 
threatened by the competitive struggles that occur when funds 
are not adequate. 

The Joint Technical Staff would be more effective if all the DoD 
and service representatives appointed to this important body had a 
professional or near-professional knowledge and understanding of foods 
and food-service systems. This is unfortunately not the case at the 
present time. 

The role that the civilian sector can play in the DoD Food RDT•Eng 
Program needs to constantly be considered, with the knowledge and ex
perience of private industry and the universities put to use where 
applicable. The civilian sector should not be expected to play a 
major role in the DoD Food RDT•Eng Program, however, since the foods 
and food-service systems of the military sector differ markedly from 
the food and food-service requirements of the civilian sector. 

As effective as NI.ABS is in the handling of MSRs, it appears from 
this study of Navy MSRs that NI.ABS might function more effectively if 
it were transferred from its present position in the Army organiza
tional structure to a part of DoD that is not associated with a 
particular branch of the armed forces. Such a move would make NI.ABS 
appear leas partial to the needs, requirements, and biases of the Army. 
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MSRa Submitted by Air Force 

AF 3-161 Dehydrated Whole Milk 

This MSR was for the development of a process for the production 
of dehydrated whole milk (or a chemically equivalent dehydrated filled 
milk product) that, when reconstituted, would have the quality and 
acceptance of whole milk. The Air Force was interested in such a pro
duct for use on high-altitude aircraft, in aeromedical evacuation 
operations, and in air-transportable hospitals. The Navy is studying 
its use on board ships and submarines. 

AP 3-201 Thermostabilized Foods 

This MSR was for the establishment of specifications for the pur
chase of thermostabilized foods packed in individual-sized servings in 
pull-tab aluminum cans. Less than one year was allowed for the com
pletion of the project because the results were required for the feed
ing of personnel on the high-priority B-1 bomber being developed at 
the time. The target date was January 1, 1974. NLABS developed 26 
meat, vegetable, and fruit items and, after sensory and storage tests, 
had production guides for 12 items ready by February 1, 1974. A con
tract for a sample run on 10 of these items was given to a commercial 
food company, and delivery was taken on July 1, 1975. During accept
ability evaluations by the Air Force, all of the samples were given 
high ratings. 

With the subsequent cancellation of the B-1 bomber, the Air Force 
terminated work on the MSR. Efforts to find other uses for these food 
items proved unsuccessful but NLABS did proceed with five-year storage 
studies that are scheduled for completion in February 1981. 

AP 8-11 Automated System for Food Service Operations 

Work is still in progress on this MSR. The objective is an auto
mated system for food planning and control that will replace the manual 
system now in use. The present system needs to be replaced because it 
is slow and cumbersome and lacks the controls and proper administrative 
procedures necessary to prevent abuses. The Air Force estimates it 
might cost $3.4 million to install a new automated system throughout 
the Air Force but sees the potential for saving about $1 million per 
year after the system becomes fully operational. 

There are plans for adapting this system for use in the Navy 
Ashore Food Service System after the completion of this project for 
the Air Force. 
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AF 9-1: Air Poree Mobility and Augmentation Feeding System 

Thia MSa was for an operational food system that can function 
well in any geographical environment. 'l'he specifications called for a 
system that would be capable of serving hot meals within 48 hours of 
deployment, be fully operational within 5 days, be capable of operating 
around the clock, not require fresh foods, and require fewer, leas 
highly-trained operating personnel. The Air Poree was looking for a 
state-of-the-art solution, not a long-term development of an entirely 
new feeding system. 

Assessment of Handling of Air Force MSRs 

The effort on AF 3-16 was well planned and executed and was coa
pleted on time. The product was developed under contract with a pri
vate company. The development of specifications for procurement, 
started in 1976, was not completed until 1979 for a variety of internal 
and external reasons, the delay was unnecessarily long and might have 
been shortened by better management of the project. The Navy became 
interested in the product for afloat feeding and tested it on board 
several ships and submarines during 1975-76. The Air Force, meanwhile, 
lost interest and terminated its participation in the project in 1976. 
At the time of this study, preparations were being made to solicit bids 
for 100,000 lbs of the product for the Navy. Delays in this procure
ment could have been prevented by better coordination between NI.ABS, 
the procurement agency, and industry. In view of the technological 
developments in this area since 1976, this project should be repeated 
to improve the overall quality of the product. All of the services 
can benefit because of the popularity of milk in the armed services 
and the need for a non-perishable substitute for afloat, in-flight, 
isolated site, combat, and other special feeding systems. 

AF 3-20 was carried out successfully by NI.ABS and shows how well 
the Food RDT•Eng Program can deal with an urgent problem. It would 
have been difficult, if not impossible, for private industry to have 
responded as rapidly. There is still room for improvement, however. 
The eight 110nths it took to obtain the needed food items was far too 
long. A better procurement system is needed at NLABS to speed up the 
purchase of such items. 

While the project was in process, there was a cOlllllunication gap 
that could have been very costly if the B-1 bomber had not been can
celled. As the product was being developed, changes were made in the 
configuration of the bomber without NLABS or the Air Force representa
tive on the Joint Technical Staff being informed. If the project had 
gone to completion, thP product could not have been utilize~. This 
episode underlines the need to integrate the development of food and 
food service systems with the development of weapon and combat systems. 
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A few other comments are in order on the handling of MSRs1 

First, if some aspect of an MSR is going to be costly or cause 
procurement problems, NLABS should alert the service involved and try 
to have that aspect changed. In this project, for example, the MSR 
specified a relatively expensive pull-tab aluminum can when a cheaper 
steel can would do the job. A steel can was ultimately chosen. 

Second, AF 3-20 would not have been considered •urgent• if work 
on the food service system had been started when the development of 
the weapons system was initiated, instead of being an afterthought. 

Third, it is regrettable that NLABS has not yet written a tech
nical report on AF 3-20. Such reports are an important part of a pro
ject, disseminating new information to others and providing visibility 
for the authors as well as the food program. They should be written 
as soon as possible. In those instances where an extended period of 
time is required for the completion of some parts of a project (e.g., 
shelf-life tests), a report on the parts that have been completed 
should not be delayed. 

AF 8-1 has been well-managed so far and is on schedule. The Air 
Force is pleased with the progress to date. Although sane problems 
have been encountered, this is a new area of activity for NLABS and the 
Air Poree and sane difficulties are to be expected. This project might 
have been contracted out to a computer consulting firm, but the Air 
Poree and NLABS preferred that it be carried out in-house. An outside 
firm could not be expected to acquire an adequate knowledge and under
standing of military food service systems without a considerable expen
diture of time and effort that would ultimately show up in higher costs 
for the project. 

The Air Force and NLABS are commended for using the Food RDT•Eng 
Program to deal with the management aspects of military food service 
systems. The program should not be limited to food and equipment. 

AF 9-1 has been handled very well and the Air Poree is very satis
fied with the progress made to date. An outside contractor probably 
would not have carried it out as well, even if one could have been 
found with the breadth of expertise required for a project of this 
size and complexity, although NLABS did use a private organization to 
supplement its efforts on this project. The experience of NLABS per
sonnel with military food service systems and military exercises makes 
them uniquely qualified for this type of effort. 

The time required for this and similar projects appears inordi
nately long, however. While this project deals with all aspects of a 
field feeding system, it should have been possible to complete it in 
less than the four years spent so far, particularly by personnel as 
experienced as those at NLABS. It should not have taken 10 months to 
award a subcontract to a private firm, for example. NLABS should make 
an effort to reduce the amount of time spent on MSRs. 
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The study of the•• four Air Poree MSRa shoved that the DoD Food 
RD'l'&Bng Program is effective in dealing with the food and food service 
requir ... nt• of DoD coaponents. DoD cannot rely on the C01111ercial food 
industry for it• RDT•Bngs private industry may assist with specific 
probleaa, but it• interest• and concerns are different from those of 
the armed services. 

The Air Poree representative on the Joint Technical Staff is the 
key to good liaison and coordination between the Air Poree and NLABS. 
Thia individual and the Air Poree representative on the Joint Formula
tion Board might do more toward effecting a more rapid and more effec
tive implementation of the results obtained. NLABS, on the other hand, 
should do more to make the results of MSR projects known to all the 
DoD component• concerned with food and food service, since these 
result• are often applicable to the problems of cC11pOnenta other than 
the ones that submit the MSRs. 

The largest problem at NLABS is the turaoil caused by budget and 
personnel cuts and the inevitable reorganisation that ensues. The Food 
RD'l'&Eng Program is being adversely affected by cuts in funding that are 
exacerbated by the effects of inflation, resulting in crises that lower 
efficiency and morale. The Army needs to provide more support to NLABS 
and the Food RDT•Bng Program and to be more consistent in it• support. 
More support should also be garnered frOlll the other branches Of the 
araed forces and the Congress. To obtain more support from other 
branches, however, the Army will have to dispel the notion that exists, 
rightly or wrongly, that Army MSRs are given preferential treatment by 
NLABS. 

NLABS units do a good job with the MSRa assigned to them, con
sidering their funding, staffing, and workload, but there is always 
room for improvement, as is the case in the beat of organisations. 
Improvements can be made at NI.ABS in the manageaent information system, 
the implementation of project results, the publication of reports, and 
the reviews of the effectiveness and coat/benefit ratios of projects. 

Colllllunicationa within NI.ABS should be improved, particularly when 
dealing with budget constraints and personnel actions. The projects 
themselves would also benefit from a greater degree of communication 
between the managers, the personnel doing the work, and the Joint 
Technical Staff. 

Communications between NLABS and the branches of the armed forces, 
depending primarily on the representatives of the branches who sit on 
the Joint Technical Staff, should be improved by providing these repre
sentatives with more information and data on active projects. NLABS 
might also consider including in the usual tours of Natick those who 
are only indirectly involved in the DoD Food Program. 

Communications between NI.ABS and professionals in the universities 
and private industry are good as a result of organisational affilia
tions, seminars, and published reports and papers, but the contacts are 
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too limited at the working level, particularly on R&D and the develop
ment of specifications. It is essential that a continuous effort be 
made to improve the contacts between NI.ABS and the industrial and 
academic sectors. Travel funds should be increased to accomplish this 
end. 

MSRs Submitted by Marine Corps 

USMC 2-5: Emergency/Assault Packet 

The objective of this MSR is a high-density lightweight food 
packet for personnel engaged in assault operations that might last for 
periods up to ten days. The packets are to contain •quick-energy• 
ready-to-eat foods, provide 1,000-1,500 calories, and meet the minimum 
nutritional requirements for operational effectiveness in hot or cold 
climates. In addition, they are to be packaged in flat flexible water
proof containers, weigh no more than 450 grams (about 1 lb) each, and 
be capable of storage without refrigeration for up to two years. 

JSR AM 3-1: Food Service System for Army/Marine Corps in the Field 

This JSR includes a Marine Corps requirement for a food service 
system that can feed a Marine air-ground task force in the field or in 
transit on merchant ships. The food service system is to be compatible 
with the Marine Corps Expeditionary Shelter System. 

JSR AM 6-1: Automated Field Bakery System 

This Army/Marines joint service requirement is for a mobile auto
mated field bakery that provides greater output, more consistent qual
ity products, and lower operating costs than the mobile field bakery 
now in use (developed in 1945). The new unit is designed to produce 
over 14,000 lbs of baked bread products in a 20-hour period (approxi
mately 25 percent more than the present unit) and will reduce the 
number of operating personnel by 36 percent, saving $57,000 (FY 1975 
dollars) per year in labor costs. 

Assessment of Handling of Marine Corps MSR/JSRs 

Although the work on USMC 2-5 is still in progress, it is apparent 
that NLABS is developing a food packet that should fully satisfy the 
requirements of the Marine Corps. Troops taking part in field tests 
of the packets rated them •good• to •excellent• and commented favorably 
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on the menu variety and palatability. Those who participated in a 5-
day teat at elevations of 6,000 to 9,500 feet, in snow and at tempera
ture of o• to so•p, felt they could work and fight on such rations for 
longer periods of time. 

A close examination of the effort on JSR AM 3-1, including a visit 
to camp Upshur to observe a field teat of the system, showed that the 
work on this project baa been competent, thoughtful, and well-planned. 
NI.ABS baa done not only what was directly indicated by the JSR but baa 
taken into account alternative conditions and scenarios. Additional 
field trips are scheduled. 

The system being developed under JSR AM 6-1 will bring the baking 
practices of the armed forces abreast of the state of the art. The 
hardware for the system is being assembled as it becoaea available but 
delays in shipments by &Clllle contractors are causing some slippage in 
the timetable. 

The work on these MSR/JSRa baa been carried forward effectively 
but a final assessment is not yet possible, the three projects still 
being in process. The working relationship between NLABS and the 
Marine Corps is excellent and the Corps is well satisfied with the 
overall performance on its MSRa. There is some concern about the time 
required for the completion of these projects, howeverr delays in 
funding are having a considerable effect on the rate of progress. 

There is room for improvement, of course. If more care and 
thought were given to the original preparation of MSRa, NI.ABS could 
respond to the needs of the services more quickly and effectively. 
And, if conanunicationa between NI.ABS and the services were improved, 
problems that arise with food service programs in garrisons and in the 
field could be reduced. NI.ABS is an unusual and remarkable resource 
and should be properly utilized. 

A better exchange of information between NI.ABS and other DoD ca11-
ponenta concerned with food and food service would result in a fuller 
realization of the potential of NI.ABS. Its activities and results 
should be published and circulated widely within DoD, since the work 
done for one DoD component can often benefit or produce spin-offs for 
other components. Greater conmunication would, at the very least, 
stimulate the thinking and planning of those involved in food prograaa. 
The representatives appointed by the various services to the Joint 
Technical Staff are important channels of conmunication and should be 
utilized for this purpose. They should be fully informed of past as 
well as current projects. 

Better conanunication is also needed between NLABS and private 
induatry. Only a small segment of the private sector has more than a 
passing acquaintance with NLABS and those who know its mission are few. 
The only impression some have of NI.ABS baa COile from reading the pro
duct specifications for bids, and these specifications have often left 
the impression that NI.ABS personnel have not kept up with the atate-of
the-art. This state of affairs can be greatly improved by publishing 
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the results of NLABS' work in scientific peer-review and trade journals 
and presenting them at industry association meetings. When NLABS per
sonnel participated in a recent meeting of the American Defense Pre
paredness Organization, many industry representatives at the meeting 
began to hear for the first time about the functions and capabilities 
of the laboratories at Natick. 

Some suggest Army, Navy, Air Poree, and Marine Corps might do 
their own food RDTiEng, and some suggest that the armed services rely 
to a greater extent on private industry. An examination of the Marine 
Corps' capabilities in this area indicates it cannot carry out its own 
food RDTiEng. If NLABS did not exist, the Marine Corps would pass on 
its requirements to the Navy, but the Navy does not have the type and 
quantity of talent necessary for this kind of effort either. It would 
be too costly and inefficient for each branch of the armed forces to 
have its own RDTiEng capability. The present arrangement is optimal, 
providing the maximum benefit at the lowest total cost. The contract
ing of military food RDTiEng projects to private industry would not be 
a viable arrangement, although some consulting firms can certainly be 
of assistance. The goals and objectives in the private food sector 
are quite different from those in the military sector. If NI.ABS did 
not exist, there would be a strong argument for creating it. 

Requirements Submitted by Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) 

DLA 6-1: Research on Food Infestation 

DLA 6-1 was for basic research on the infestation of food by 
various insects, including studies of (a) the vulnerability of military 
food items to infestation, (b) factors that affect the attraction of 
rodents and insects to military food items, (c) insect secretion, and 
(d) new types of packaging. The longer storage periods for military 
food items make them more vulnerable than civilian food products to 
infestation. 

DLA 6-3: Research on causes and Measurement of Spoilage Losses of 
Perishable Subsistence 

DLA 6-3 was originally for a study of the causes of spoilage of 
perishable items that cannot be frozen for storage (e.g., fresh fruits 
and vegetables), and the development of procedures and equipment that 
would make it possible to detect the onset of spoilage before it became 
evident by sight or smell. It represented a new and novel approach to 
the study of deterioration patterns in fresh produce, presuming as it 
did that a conunon spoilage mechanism existed for fresh fruits and 
vegetables and that a study of this kind would not only determine what 
it was but would lead to the development of a practical means for 
dealing with it. 
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.A• work on the project progreaaed, the objective changed, shifting 
from a study of spoilage to the development of a controlled-atmosphere 
ayatem for extending the shelf life of freah produce. The effort waa 
concentrated on iceberg lettuce because this item was considered a 
morale-booster. 

DLA 7-11 A Substitute for Trichloromelamine (TOI) 

DLA 7-1 was for the development of a substitute for TOI that could 
be used on me•• gear and food items, particularly fruits and vege
tables, to protect service personnel from diseases c0111DOnly associated 
with foods (e.g., amoebic dysentery). It was considered essential 
that the aubatitute chemical be effective down to s•c and that there 
be no adverse consequences (e.g., corrosion or toxicity) from its use. 
The uae of TOI had to be discontinued because it was no longer regis
tered aa a safe disinfectant by the u.s. Environmental Protection 
Agency. 

Assessment of Handling of DLA Requirements 

Work on DLA 6-1 has not yet been completed. Started in 1976 and 
scheduled for completion by 1979 at a total coat of S700,000, various 
parts of the project were assigned to seven NLABS units. By the end 
of FY 1979, some parts of the project had been completed and some parts 
had been terminated, but the majority of the work had been realigned 
and redirected, and the total coat had risen to approximately Sl mil
lion. All the milestones set in 1976 are now obsolete, and only two 
of the NI.ABS units involved in the project are still at the original 
task. The work on one subproject (BC 014), though irregular, was tech
nically successful but the results are not being utilized because the 
Veterinary Corps considers the existing technology adequate. The work 
on another subproject (BC 001) proceeded before any need had been 
established for the end result. The product developed during a third 
subproject (BC 013) was never evaluated because the contractor never 
delivered it to NI.ABS. Better management control would have prevented 
this waste of time and effort on aubprojecta that represented half of 
the work on this MSR. 

The change made in the direction and goal of DLA 6-3 by NLABS is 
of some concern. The decision to concentrate on the extension of the 
shelf life of lettuce may have been a wise step but it is difficult to 
understand how such a change can be made in a specifically authorized 
project without appropriate written explanations and reports. There 
is also concern about the decision not to publish a report on the 
original part of the project, since negative results can be as useful 
as poaitive results. Failures need to be published to avoid the waste
ful repetition of efforts that did not succeed. 
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There does not appear to be any set policy on the publishing of 
unclassified findings by NI.ABS personnel. Reports in in-house publi
cations and peer-review journals should be encouraged to add to the 
available body of technical and scientific information, give the public 
a true picture of the role and value of NI.ABS, and enhance the standing 
of NI.ABS personnel among their peers. 

The approach used on DLA 6-3 after the project was redirected 
appears to be satisfactory but the system developed does not seem to 
be ready as yet for the full-scale 1,000-case-per-month field test 
being proposed for lettuce. A more modest test at first would show 
the effects of scale without the risk of a disastrous setback. 

The effort on DLA 7-1 appears to have been well planned and expe
ditiously executed. A carefully documented protocol detailing the 
testing of a large nUllber of compounds and formulations produced very 
satisfactory results. 
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ASSISSMBH'l' OP TBCIDIOLOGY BABB ACTIVI'l'IBS AT NLAB8 

'l'he aection of Army Regulation 70-1 (1975) that defines Technology 
Base activitiea for all Army RliD prograaa also define• the "J.'echnology 
Base activitie• of the DoD :rood RDT•Bng Prograa. '!'hi• section of the 
regulation atatea, in eaaence, that such prograaa muat1 

• Maintain a strong and progreaaive technology baae by conduct
ing a broad and continuing reaearch and exploratory develop
ment prograa. 

• Batabliah an adequate in-houae capability for providing fun
daaental knowledge when needed, particularly in areas that 
are of particular importance and use to the Aray. 

• Bncourage and enaure the investigation of new idea• and con
cept• that may contribute to the functioning of the Army. 

• Bncourage multiaervice support of those facets of research 
and exploratory development that will have a bearing on the 
development prograaa of 11e>re than one of the military 
services. 

• Conduct and support research and developaent in training and 
education to increase the effectiveness of training efforts, 
reduce the time required, and cut coats. 

• Maintain effective contact between the Army and the scientist• 
of this nation and, when appropriate, scientists elsewhere in 
the free world. 

All of the 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3A activities described in Arlly Regu
lation 70-1* that are not in response to MSRa come under the heading 
of Technology Base activities. 'l'he scope of these activities was 
broadened in 1977** by the stipulation that long-term (2-20 year) 
fundamental and applied acientif ic engineering investigation• be 
directed toward the advancement of the state of the art and the state 
of knowledge on techniques, products, and services of potential 
military significance. 

Technology Base activities for the :rood RD'l'iBng Prograa are car
ried out by moat of the groups in the Science and Advanced Technology 
Laboratory (SATL) and :rood Bngineering Laboratory (PEL) of the Army 
Natick Research and Development Laboratories (see Figures 3 and 4). 
There are no Technology Base activities in the Operations Research and 
Systems Analysis Office (OR/SA) at NI.ABS. SATL, PEL, and OR/SA can 
assign parts of the MSRa aaaigned to them to any of the Technology 
Base groups, cutting acroaa organizational lines where necessary. 

*See IRTRODUCTIOH of this report. 
**At September 1977 meeting of DoD Joint !Ormulation Board. 
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Methodology Used to Evaluate Technology Base Activitiea 

In evaluating the Technology Base activities in the Food RDT•Eng 
Program, it was necessary to distinguish between activities funded 
for that purpose and activities funded for other aspects of the Food 
RDT•EncJ Program and other programs. None of the groups within the 
Science and Advanced Technology Laboratory and Food Engineering 
Laboratory is involved exclusively in Technology Base activities. 
They are engaged in other activities, and it is often difficult to 
keep the separation in funding and function clearly defined. 

The objective of this part of the study was an evaluation of the 
effectiveness of Technology Base* activities at NI.ABS** in general, 
rather than an evaluation of the effectiveness of Technology Base 
activities in meeting particular highly specific requirements, for the 
following reasons: (a) the contributions of Technology Base activities 
to the overall program are, by nature, indirect and (b) the Technology 
Base must be in place prior to the receipt of a military service 
requirement (MSR) since it usually requires more time to establish the 
Technology Base for the solution of a particular problem than that 
generally available when a MSR is assigned. 

To facilitate this effort, the Technology Base activities in the 
Science and Advanced Technology Laboratory (SATL) and Food EngineerincJ 
Laboratory (FEL) were grouped according to discipline and function as 
follows: 

Science and Advanced 
Technology Laboratory (SATL) 

Food microbiology 
Biochemistry and nutrition 
Analytical and flavor chemistry 
Food structure and stability 

chemistry 
Food acceptance and food habits 

Food Engineering Laboratory (FEL) 

Food processing 
Food packing and packaging 
Food storage and distribution 
Food service equipment 

*When the term •Technology Base• is used in the remainder of this 
section, it should be understood to mean the •Technology Base of the 
Food RDT•Eng Program.• 
**References to NLABS in this rerort are exclusively 
personnel involv~d in the DoD Food RDT&Eng Program. 
of the many at NLABS, was the only activity examined 
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Individuals engaged in each type of activity were then interviewed 
to determine the followings 

• 'l'he characteristics and scope of the activity in terms of 
personnel, organization, equipment, funding, buildings, etc. 

• 'l'he quality of the activity, as it might be judged by scien
tists and engineers outside the military establishment. 

• 'l'he relevance of the activity to the mission of NI.ABS and the 
Pood RDT'BncJ Program. 

• 'l'he extent to which the activity contributes to MSRa in par
ticular and the Technology Base in general. 

Technology Base Activities 

'l'he examination made of the Technology Base activities in the DoD 
Food RDT'Bng Program indicates some serious probleasa (a) while the 
budget for these activities has remained fairly constant over the past 
several years when measured in current dollars, inflation has seriously 
eroded the level of activity in this area and (b) additional erosion 
has resulted when direct work on MSRa has been done under the guise of 
Technology Base activities. 

The various units engaged in Technology Base activities have been 
affected differently. Saae have been affected only slightly but the 
effect of this erosion on others has been drastic. 'l'he overall impact 
on Technology Base personnel and programs has been telling, with a 
loss of initiative and morale becoming increasingly evident. 

When budgets have eroded JIOderately, vacancies resulting fro• 
normal attrition have not been filled and, since these vacancies have 
occurred predominantly in lower-level positions held by younger per
sons, the mean age of various sections has increased, raising serious 
concerns about their balance, vigor, and continuity. When budgets 
have eroded drastically, there has been a tendency, particularly in 
the Science and Advanced Technology Laboratory, to save the senior 
positions and leave a section too understaffed and underequipped for 
productive results when it would have been preferable to terminate the 
section entirely. 

Pood Microbiology Activities 

'!'he food microbiology group of SATL has been able to maintain the 
level of its Technology Base activities despite budgetary constraints. 
The balance between Technology Base activities and direct work on MSRa 
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by thi• group does not appear to be changing, but strong leadership 
from the off ice of the SATL director will be required to maintain thi• 
balance. 

Biochemistry and Rltrition Activities 

The biochemistry and nutrition group of SATL, with a total of nine 
persona, devotes leas than four SY* to Technology Base activities. 
'Dleir facilities and equipment appear adequate for this level of ac
tivity, although increased funding (and the authorization to replace 
a technician lost by retirement) would accelerate the solution of 
Technology Base problems and, in addition, enable a more effective 
contribution to the work on MSRa. '!!le quality of their research is 
very highr aeveral members of the group are recognized as leaders in 
their fields. 

The capability for biochemical studies is, without question, 
relevant and necessary to the Technology Base activities of the !t>Od 
RDT'Bng Program. '!!le two biochemists involved in this part of the 
program are spread too thinly over important areas of study, however. 

'Dle aenior research scientist and consultant engaged in Technology 
Base activities on nutrition are also thinly spread over important 
areas of study. 'Dle primary responsibility for nutrition research 
lies elsewhere (the Army Surgeon General and u.s. Department of Agri
culture) but NLABS still needs to retain a capability for on-the-spot 
evaluation• of biological and chemical aspects of nutrition. 

Analytical and Flavor Otemiatry Aetivities 

'Dle analytical chemistry group of SATL consists of two aectionaa 
a five-person research section and a six-person analytical services 
section. 

'!!le research section deals with basic methodology relating to 
special food and feeding problems of the armed services (e.g., micro
bial spoilage of fish, chicken, and beef, oxidation of dehydrated and 
freeze~ried eggs, and fat degradation in various foods during stor
age). Once a pacesetter in gas chromatography and mass spectroscopy 
(GC-MS), this section has made fundamental contributions to the GC-MS 
inatruaent industry with innovative designs, techniques, and applica
tions. But the combined effect of limited funding and the manner in 
which the funds available have been allocated during the past several 
years has changed the picture radically. Because of the failure to 
allocate a sufficient amount to this unit for new equipment and 

*Scienttst-years per year. 
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specialised personnel, the unit i• no longer able to keep up with the 
latest development• in its area of concern. 

'l'he analytical services section is responsible for (a) the analy
sis of foods and ingredients and (b) analytical methods by which other 
military unit• carry out food assays. 'l'his aection's greatest need is 
funding for new aemi-automatic or fully aut011atic equipaent that would 
increase the productivity of its technicians. 

'l'he 11e>rale in both aections is good deapite the proble .. with 
equipment obsoleacence. When funding becolles available, priority 
should be given to the replacement of the present miniC011Puter1 the 
likely iaproveaent in productivity would pay for the cost of a new 
computer within 2-3 yeara. 

The shortage of technical help is another problem. Visiting 
scientists have filled some of the gaps, but the shortage persist•. 

!bod Structure and Stability Chemistry .Activities 

Research at NI.ABS on food structure and stability is directed 
toward (a) measurements of texture and conaumer response to texture, and 
(b) studies of food deterioriation by oxidation and ways of reducing it. 
Technology Baae activitiea in these areas, part of the responsibility of 
the food chemiatry group of SATL (8 SY), contribute to projects dealing 
with flaked and formed meats, meat texture, compressed food bars, and 
glycerated celery. Members of the group have made important and funda
mental contributions with published papers, book chapters, presentation• 
at meetings, and innovative equipaent designs and applications. 

Budgetary retrenchments have reduced the productivity of the group, 
however, reducing the Technology Base output per dollar spent as well 
as the overall output. 'l'his will continue to be the caae a• long as 
new equipaent purchase• and technician positions are the firat to go in 
a budget cut. 

!bod Aeceptance and !bod Babita Aetivities 

'l'he food acceptance group and food habits group of the Behavioral 
Sciences Division of SATL have made significant contributions to the 
study of (a) sensory effects (taste perception, olfaction, and flavor 
analysis), (b) techniques for taste testing and sensory evaluation, 
(c) appetite mechanisms, (d) food selection, and (e) food habits. 'l'hey 
publish an average of 30 papers per year. 

TWelve of the personnel engaged in these activitiea are staff and 
visiting scientists, the other ten are support personnel. Six SY are 
spent on direct work for MSRs (moatly for OR/SA) and approximately 2 SY 
are spent on work funded by government agencies outside DoD, leaving 4 
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SY for 'J.'eChnology Base activities for tbe DoD l'bOd RDT'Bn9 Program. 
Their facilities are excellent and, with additional technicians, their 
productivity could be increased. 

The extremely strong and productive Technology Base activities of 
the food acceptance and food habit groups are a major atrength of the 
DoD Food RDT'Bng Program. Any reduction in the level or balance of 
these activities would be detrimental to the prograa. 

llt>od Processing Activities 

Activities that relate to food processing are carried on by three 
groups within the l'bOd Engineering Laboratory (FEL) of NLABS: (a) the 
animal products group, (b) the plant products group, and (c) the food 
packaging and processing group (see Figure 2-4). Approximately 13 SY 
are devoted to direct work on MSRs assigned to PEL and OR/SA and e.s SY 
are allocated to Technology Base activities, a good balance. 

Food processing activities demonstrate the need for a multidisci
plinary approach and the value of a broad Technology Baae. Thia can be 
seen in the work done on the reduction in the space required for the 
atorage of specific foods, particularly for the Navy. The progress made 
would not have been possible without the combined knowledge and experi
ence of NLABS scientists in such areas as vegetable processing, dehy
dration, compression, freeze-drying, dielectric and other properties of 
food materials, microwave heating, and protective packaging. 

There is aoae concern about the quality of nutrient analyses by 
private laboratories. Thia problem might be dealt with by requiring 
adequate quality control practices at these laboratories, as is done by 
other government agencies. 

Attention should also be given to the obsolete and redundant equip
ment in the pilot plant shared by the groups engaged in food processing 
activities. The units that are of little or no use should either be 
sold, traded in when new equipaent is purchased, donated to univer
sities, or stored. 

The frequency with which long-term storage tests fall victim to 
recurring budget crises is particularly disturbing. Storage tests that 
have been in progress for periods of as much as several years are often 
heedlessly interrupted by erratic budget shifts that result in a total 
loss of the investment made in time, effort, and money. 

l'bOd Packing and Packaging Activities 

Only one of the 13 scientists in the food packaging and processing 
group is involved in Technology Base activities on food packing and 
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packaging. The others are involved in direct work on MSRs and in 'l'eeh
nology Base activities on food proceaaing. 

The food packing and packaging activities include (a) studies of 
physical and environmental requirements, packaging ayateaa for dehy
drated fooda, and capabilitiea and shortcomings of currently available 
materials, and (b) the development of criteria for materials and pack
aging ayateaa for the military. 

The facilitiea for packaging R5D at NLABS are impreaaive, with the 
equipment for package fabrication and teating, food processing, con
trolled environmental storage, chemical analysis, and sensory analyais 
all under one roof. The packaging work done in recent years has been 
devoted primarily to procurement and MSRs, however. While it has con
tributed to the Technology Base to some extent, the contribution has 
not been as significant as it might have been, which is unfortunate. 
The need for packaging that can resist abuse over long periods of ti.Ile 
poses a unique challenge. 

!t>od Storage and Distribution Activities 

The careful evaluation of the storage stability of newly developed 
subaiatence items is an essential part of the DoD !t>od RDTiBng Program. 
One of the principal objective• of Technology Base activitiea in this 
area is the definition of acceptable storage life from aenaory and 
nutritional studies. 

All of the groups in the l'Ood Engineering Laboratory (PEL) have an 
active interest in food storage problems, but the Technology Base is 
suffering from the diversion of effort to direct work on MSRs. There 
is, as a reault, a limited amount of basic knowledge available for the 
analysis of such interesting and relevant problems as the storage sta
bility of dehydrated/compressed foods. Moat of the storage studies on 
dehydrated/compressed foods have been postponed or cancelled entirely 
to serve more immediate needs. The problem ia exacerbated by the long
range nature of such studies and the need to anticipate them month• and 
even years in advance. 

l'Ood Service Equipment .Activities 

Because of the unique requirements of the military for feeding in 
the field, only a limited amount of the knowledge and effort on food 
service equipment in the private comaercial sector is applicable to 
military probleaa and needs. The management and personnel in the !t>od 
Service Syatems Division of FEL (see Figure 4), on the other hand, are 
expert in this area but the 32 scientists and support persona in the 
three groups of this division devote only 0.5 SY to Technology Base 
activities in this area. The development work in which they are engaged 
leaves little time for anything else. 
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'l'he manpower, resources, and support of the lt>Od Service Systeas 
Division appear to be adequate for its present activities but there 
should be a reallocation of effort or an increase in personnel suffi
cient to enable the assignment of at least 4 SY to more basic and poten
tially innovative studies. 

overall AssesBDlent 

'.l'he Technology Base activities of the DoD lt>Od RDT&Eng Program 
provide essential conceptual and scientific support to the mission-
or iented MSR program. '.l'he dividends froa these activities are far in 
excess of the funds invested in them. A study of these activities indi
cates a need to reexamine some aspects of their organization, direction, 
and administration, however. 

'.l'he Technology Base activities are not organized in a way that 
gives them a specific identity. '!'heir scope and objectives are not 
clearly defined, and there is no office or director with the overall 
responsibility for administration and budgetary control, as is the case 
with other organizational units in the program (e.g., SATL, FEL, and 
OR/SA). 

Because of its organizational structure, the lt>Od RDT&Bng Program 
fails to foster adequate two-way communication and, as a result, the 
coordination and integration of Technology Base activities with other 
elements of the program are not as good as they might be. '.l'he organi
zational structure of the program does not specifically prevent or pro
hibit communication, coordination, and integration, it simply fails to 
offer sufficient incentive for them to take place as they should. 

An organizational identity for Technology Base activities would 
make them less vulnerable in the competition for diminishing dollars 
and reduce the pressures that arise at times for the diversion of Tech
nology Base resources to direct work on MSRs. '.l'he ill-defined and 
generally diminishing support base for this part of the program is mak
ing it impossible to replace obsolete computers, instruments, and other 
types of equipment, reducing the effectiveness of the scientists and 
engineers involved. 

This examination of the Technology Base activities of the l!bOd 
RDT&Bng Program has shown the need to (a) ensure the allocation of ade
quate manpower and equipment to the research that needs to be carried 
out in support of the work on MSRs, (b) identify industry and university 
scientists who can assist in the solution of problems encountered in the 
procurement and protection of foods and the development of food ser
vices, (c) establish and maintain a national awareness of military feed
ing problems by means of periodic regional meetings, and (d) improve 
coamaunications between scientists, program supervisors, and any others 
who might contribute to Technology Base activities. 
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ASSBSSllBRT OF NUTRITION RESEARCH AT DOD 

DoD'a responsibility for the well-being of •ilitary personnel 
(plus its responsibilities toward civilian populations during periods 
of occupation, emergency, and natural disaster) have led to extensive 
research in this area. O>nsiderable work has been done on the preser
vation of the nutrient content of rations under every condition of 
storage and field use likely to be encountered during times of peace 
as well as times of war. During the last two decades attention has 
also been given to the nutritional and metabolic consequences of 
trauma, burns, and sepsis, as well as the newer modalities of paren
teral and enteral support for persona so affected. 

'!'he support of nutritional research within DoD components has 
fluctuated widely in the past, resulting at times in its virtual dis
appearance from some programs. After World War I, for exuaple, nutri
tion research in the u.s. Medical Department, the leader in such 
research at the time, was reduced to the point where it existed only 
on paper. '!'he situation became quite the opposite during World war II 
when semi-starvation and deficiency diseases maong civilian populations 
and prisoners of war, coupled with a realization of the importance of 
maintaining a peacetime corps of well-trained personnel and adequate 
support facilities, led to a blossoming of DoD and DoD-aupported 
research in nutrition. 

During the 1950s and 1960s, the nutrition research within DoD 
plus that funded by DoD outside the military establishment comprised 
the major part of such activity in the united States. Involved in 
nutrition research within DoD were the lt>Od and O>ntainer Institute, 
QUartermaater O>rpa, Army Medical Research and aitrition Laboratory, 
u.s Air POrce School of Aerospace Medicine, and several Navy medical 
research units (NAMRU), including NAMRU-II in Taiwan and NNIRU-III in 
Egypt. '!'he activities were broad-baaed and were coordinated by the 
Environaental Physiology Panel, a DoD component that included all the 
major military laboratories engaged in human-related environmental 
research. 

current Status 

aitrition research within DoD has declined drastically during 
recent years, partly because other federal and civilian agencies (e.g., 
u.s. Department of ~riculture and National Institutes of Health) have 
taken on activities for which DoD was responsible and partly because of 
the discontinuance of a number of programs (e.g., the study of nutrient 
requirements of personnel under various types of stress). Without an 
effective mechania• for identifying important miaaion~riented nutri
tion needs within the armed services and establishing priorities for 
such reHearch, funding for nutrition research has al.moat disappeared 
from DoD budgets. 
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'l.'he activities, personnel, employment ceilings, and equipment of 
the BUman NUtrition Research Program at the Letterman Ar•Y Institute 
of Research (LAIR) were transferred to the Science and Education 
Ad•inistration (SBA) of the U.S. Department of ~riculture (tJSDA) in 
April 1980 by the U.S. Q>ngress. 

With the transfer of LAIR to SBA, nutrition research within DoD 
has been reduced to isolated, often minor, aspects of mission-related 
problell8. '.l'he following are examples of the type of research now being 
carried out by DoD componentsi 

e '.l'he Naval Health Research center in San Diego, california, 
is studying short-term exercise-diet programs in which carbo
hydrate-loading is being used to increase muscle glycogen 
stores. 

• '.l'he Naval Submarine Medical Research Laboratory in Groton, 
Q>nnecticut, is evaluating (a) the effects of a lack of sun
light on Vitamin D metabolism and (b) the effects of diet, 
physical activity, fumes, distilled water, and other concomi
tants of submarine enviromaents on mineral and bone metabo
lism, body composition, cardiovascular fitness, etc. 

• The lbOd Engineering Laboratory of the Natick Army Research 
and Development Laboratories (NLABS) is developing compact 
lightweight rations for assault operations of short duration, 
and the Naval Submarine Medical Research Laboratory is helping 
to evaluate such rations. 

• '.l'he Army Institute of Surgical Research is continuing its 
work on nutritional support for combat casualties. 

• '.l'he Army Medical Research Institute of Infectious Diseases 
at Port Detrick in Frederick, Maryland, is continuing its 
studies of the relationships between nutrition, innunity, and 
infection. 

• At the Walter Reed Army Institute of Research, studies are 
underway on the effects of nutrients, diet, and other factors 
on circadian rhythms in an effort to reduce the effects of 
jet-lag on troops that are rapidly deployed to a distant 
operation. 

There are, in addition, physiological, biochemical, and metabolic 
studies underway that have a significant bearing on nutrition. 

NUtrition Research Needs of Armed Services 

'.l'he food programs of the armed services appear to be oriented 
toward food service at the present time, with insufficient attention 
being given to nutrition. There is a general realization that 
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nutrition is important but the exact relationship between nutrition 
and performance does not appear to be well understood. Little effort 
is being made to learn more about the nutritional and other dietary 
factors that affect performance under conditions of physiological and 
psychological stress. 

'.l'he nutrition requirements of the armed services and the problems 
involved in satisfying such requirements vary widely with location and 
activity. '.l'he nutrition needs of garrisoned personnel are similar to 
those of civilians and are no problem. They are easily met by the 
variety of foods available at garrison posts. '.l'he major problem with 
garrisoned personnel is caloric intake. YOung recruits engaged in the 
vigorous physical activity of basic training may stay fit and trim on 
as much as 5,000 calories per day while personnel engaged in sedentary 
activities (e.g., instrument operators, clerks, and administrators) 
become obese on 2,000 calories per day when their leisure pursuits are 
also sedentary. '.l'he need to adjust food intake to the degree of 
activity does not see• to be adequately appreciated. Information on 
the relationship between diet and health should be disseminated 
throughout the armed services to help personnel keep their food intake 
consistent with their life style and psychological needs. 

Greater attention needs to be given to the nutrition requirements 
of personnel in forward positions, however, where the supplies and 
varieties of foods are limited and nutrition can play an important 
role in minimising physiological and psychological stress. 

'n> assist in the identification of nutrition problems the DoD 
!bod Program should include personnel with the expertise necessary to 
do so. '!'here should also be a comprehensive educational program that 
is geared toward making the individual more aware of his nutritional 
and dietary needs. 

Role of the Army and DoD in NUtrition Research for Armed Services 

'.l'he Army's nutrition research activities have been severely 
restricted by the 1980 Defense Appropriations Act which states, in 
parts •'.l'he Army is to negotiate with USDA so that USDA can perform 
Army's mission-essential nutrition research program on a reimbursable 
basis.• Thia was interpreted in some quarters as a prohibition against 
the identification of nutrition research by DoD in a budget line but 
the respective roles of DoD and USDA via a via nutrition research for 
the armed services were subsequently clarified by the Senate Appropria
tions committee* and a memorandum from the Office of the under Secre
tary of Defense for Research and Development which stated, in part, 

*Report No. 96-1030 (p.38), a report that accompanied the Agricultural, 
Rural Dr:velopment and Related Agencies Appropriation Bill (R.R. 7591, 
96th O>ngress), November 24, 1980. 
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that it is •quite appropriate for DoD to include nutrition components 
in their mission-related research programs such as combat casualty 
treatment, military disease hazards, soldier effectiveness, and food 
technology.• 

While it is not reconunended here that DoD be allowed to establish 
its own nutrition research laboratory, there are activities bearing on 
Dod'a nutrition concerns that need to be identified and supported in a 
budget line. A single unit within DoD should be authorized and 
directed to: 

• Identify the nutrition information the armed services need to 
fulfill their missions. USDA and other contractors cannot be 
expected to have sufficient knowledge of DoD'a requirements 
to carry out this task. 

• Establish priorities for the mission-essential nutrition 
research to be carried out by USDA, other contractors, and 
DoD (when such research is carried out by DoD in existing R&D 
facilities). 

• Assume the responsibility for contracting out and monitoring 
mission-essential nutrition research that cannot be carried 
out by USDA or DoD and establish a budget line for such 
research. 

• carry out research programs that have a nutrition component 
when this component cannot readily be separated out and con
tracted to an organization outside DoD (e.g., research pro
grams dealing with physiological or psychological stress, or 
field teats on military units in a simulated combat 
environment). 

Although it is essential that DoD take the responsibility for the 
nutrition needs of the armed forces, the prerogatives listed above 
should be sufficient for its research requirements. It makes good 
fiscal sense to coordinate the nutrition research of DoD with that of 
USDA and other federal agencies to avoid duplication. Thia particu
larly applies to research related to the feeding and performance of 
garrisoned personnel and research related to support services. The 
key to an effective program is a clear understanding of USDA capabil
i tiea and good liaison. 

At the start of any new food project, high priority should be 
given to a comprehensive review of the literature to prevent a duplica
tion of research that has already been carried out. capabilities for 
such reviews exist in the Life Sciences Research Office of the Federa
tion of American Societies for Experimental Biology, in government 
agencies, and in universities. 
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ASSBSSllBH'l' OP ORGAlfIZATION ARD PUllDIRG 
OP DOD POOD RDT'BRG PROGRAM AT RLABS 

All the DoD lbod RDT'BllCJ Progrua baa evolved over the last decade, 
NI.ABS baa been asked to deal with increasingly C011Plex food and food 
service probl ... for the •ilitary services. Many of its assignments 
have been high-priority tasks that have had a direct bearing on the 
efficiency and cCllbat effectiveness of operating personnel for aajor 
weapons systems (e.g., the MX missile and ground-launch cruise missile) 
and cCllbat personnel in a variety of extreme environments (e.g., 
nuclear, cheaical, and biological environaenta). 

All of the branches of the arlled forces need to llOdernise their 
thinking and programaing in the area of food and food services. '.l'heir 
personnel appear to be knowledgeable and intent on doing a f irst-claas 
job but they seem to be operating within a fraaework of regulation, 
ca.and, and precedent that make first-class performance extremely 
difficult, if not impossible. Many changes are indicated. '.l'he araed 
services, from the highest levels down, auat pay greater attention to 
the importance of food to the physical well-being and morale of 
servicemen and women. 

'.l'hey must also recognise the importance of treating food-service 
systems as syateasr the development of a good food-service ayatea by 
professionals is of little use when c01111Dand and supply personnel do not 
regard it as a syste• and begin to make ad hoc changes here and there. 

unfortunately, the lbOd RDT'Eng program has never had the level 
of funding required to handle all of the important food and food ser
vice requireaents of the armed forces adequately. All a result, a 
number of projects have been under-funded, acme have been deferred, 
and others have been rejected. During this study, the ArllY Panel 
reported that three of the four Army MSRa examined had been delayed by 
changes in funding and the resulting shifts in priorities. '.l'he Air 
!Orce Panel reported that the largest problem with the handling of Air 
!Orce MSRa had been the turmoil caused by budget and personnel cuts. 
'.l'he Marine O>rpa Panel found that delays in funding were having a con
siderable effect on the progress of the work being done on Marine O>rpa 
MSRa. '.l'he Technology Base Panel found that funding cuts were having 
significant effect on initiative and morale. 

'.l'he funding difficulties of the !004 RDT'Bng Program are appar
ently the result of the position of NI.ABS in the organisational struc
ture of DoD. With NI.ABS attached to the aateriel-oriented ArllY 
Materiel and Development O>mund (DARCOM)*, the program baa not had 
the visibility and support it might have had if NI.ABS had been attached 
to a food-oriented element, such as the Office of Assistant Secretary 

*NI.ABS was assigned to DARCOM in 1962, almost a decade before the 
inception of the lbod RDT,Bng Program. 
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of Defense (Manpower, Reserve Affairs, and Logistics) or the Defense 
Logistics Agency. 'l'O make matters worse, NI.ABS has been such a small 
part of the overall responsibility of DAR<X>M the program has been buf
feted about in a sea of larger and more innediate concerns, all but 
forgotten. The personnel and funding problems that have resulted 
should come as no surprise. 

Table 1 shows the levels of funding requested for the Food RDT&Bng 
Program during the 1977-81 period and the levels of funding provided. 
The totals for direct work on MSRB and Technology Base activities are 
also listed. 

Table 1 Funding for DoD Food RDT&Eng Program (current dollars, millions) 

category• Direct Tech 

6.1 6.2 6.3 6.4 Total Work on Base 
MSRB Activity 

FY 1977 
Requested 1.656 9.393 2.221 0.273 13.543 8.475 S.068 
Provided 1.200 6.633 0.688 0.161 8.682 6.172 2.510 

' 64 73 so 

FY 1978 
Requested 1.619 11.311 1.726 0.286 14.942 8.626 6.316 
Provided 1.139 S.094 0.809 0.208 7.250 5.012 2.238 

' 49 58 35 

FY 1979 
Requested 1.923 6.607 1. 713 0.350 10.593 6.927 3.666 
Provided 1.323 4.400 0.473 0.350 6.546 4.120 2.426 

' 62 59 66 

FY 1980 
Requested 1.924 7.109 1.480 0.345 10.858 7.231 3.627 
Provided 1.456 4.366 0.545 o.soo 6.867 4.329 2.538 

' 63 60 70 

FY 1981 
Requested 2.171 8.961 2.353 0.450 13.935 9.243 4.692 
Provided 1.309 6.598 1.274 0.410 9.591 6.827 2.764 

' 69 74 59 

•categories described in INTRODUCTION. Figures exclude funding for radiation 
preservation activities that have now been transferred to the U.S. Department 
of Agriculture. 

Source: u.s. Army Natick Research and Development Laboratories (NLABS). 
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'1'he figures in these tables show that the funding provided during 
each of the last five years has fallen short of that requested. rund
ing for direct work on MSRa has ranged from 58 to 74 percent of that 
requested and funding for Technology Base activities has fared even 
worse, ranging from 35 to 70 percent of that requested. It is apparent 
that a significant number of MSRs were not being funded and that cut
backs were being made in the Technology Base activities required to 
support current and future MSRs. '1'he levels of funding have recovered 
somewhat from the 1978-79 lows but the effect of inflation has left 
the FY 1981 level of funding well below that of FY 1977 in constant 
dollars. 

TO counter the erosion that has been taking place in the DoD Food 
RD'l'&Bng Program during the past several years, more people up and down 
the chain of COlllland at DoD need to be made aware of its existence, 
accomplishments, and potential. A particular effort is needed to make 
the program more clearly visible to those who determine its budget in 
DoD and Congress. In its present form, it is hidden among the other 
programs at NI.ABS, undetectable to those who are not directly involved. 
If those responsible for DoD policies and budgets knew more about the 
program, the serious personnel and funding problems described in this 
report might have been avoided. 

The past several years have been a period of particular uncer
tainty in the DoD Food RDT&Eng Program at NI.ABS. '1'he apparent lack of 
clear-cut goals and directives, erratic and inadequate funding, shifts 
in personnel and, in the midst of all this, various attempts at reor
ganization have adversely affected the efficiency and morale of those 
involved in this program. Leadership in both the administrative and 
scientific echelons is not as dynamic as it should be and the situation 
is not being helped by the failure to fill several key positions that 
have been vacant for some time. 

A number of attempts to deal with the problems plaguing the Food 
RD'l'&Eng Program by transferring NLABS elsewhere in the DoD organiza
tional structure have been unsuccessful to date but should be con
sidered once again. It is essential that a transfer be made as soon 
as possible and that it be done with the view to providing the Pood 
RDT&Bng Program with the support and stability it requires to fulfill 
its mission. A transfer to DLA would give NI.ABS the appearance of 
being impartial, but the central problem is not the partiality or 
impartiality of NLABS1 it is, rather, the lack of program visibility 
and the lack of adequate and consistent funding. 

Whether or not a transfer is made, it is important that the DoD 
Pood RDT&Eng Program be headed by a strong director with the authority, 
the ability, and the will to plan, organize, and control the program 
effectively, providing the kind of leadership needed to deal with the 
problems that are preventing the program from realizing its full poten
tial. The director should also have the authority to deteraine how 
the funds available are divided between work on MSRs and Technology 
Base activities. 
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It is also important that the director of the DoD POod RDT&Bng 
Program continue to be a civilian. A military director on a regular 
tour of duty (three year maximum) would not be able to acquire the 
knowledge and experience required to carry out his duties and respon
sibilities effectively before moving on to his next tour. The lack of 
continuity that would result from constant changes in leadership would 
seriously handicap the program, even if a military director with the 
necessary qualifications could be found every three years, in itself a 
highly unlikely possibility. 

The effectiveness of the Pbod RDT&Eng Program could also be 
increased by making some changes in the way it operates. Although 
NI.ABS functions creditably when one considers its workload and the 
limitations imposed by funding and personnel constraints, its output 
could be improved by (a) less complex procedures, particularly in the 
processing of MSRs, (b) better internal communication between the per
sonnel and units of the Science and .Advanced Technology Laboratory, 
!OOd Engineering Laboratory, and OR/SA, (c) better communication 
between NI.ABS and other DoD components, (d) better communication 
between NI.ABS and the civilian sector, (e) adequate, consistent, and 
timely funding, and (f) the prompt employment of qualified personnel 
when vacancies occur. 

The results that can be achieved with coordinated well-planned 
efforts have been demonstrated by NI.ABS' Operations :Research and 
Systems Analysis Office (OR/SA). The approach and methods developed 
by this group should be utilized by other NLABS elements. 

NI.ABS should improve its procurement system to speed up the award
ing of contracts and the purchase of materials and equipment. This 
step alone would move the completion dates of projects up by several 
months, sometimes by as much as a year. 

NI.ABS should also encourage the timely publication of project 
results, where security permits, to increase the visibility and recog
nition of the Food RDT&Eng Program and the personnel at NI.ABS and, not 
least of all, to maximize the benefit to the nation's consumers from 
the tax dollars spent. 
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APPBHDIX 

ADVISORY BOARD ON MILITARY PERSONNEL SUPPLIES 

Richard L. Ball, Chairman 
Vice President, Science and Technology 
McCormick and Company, Inc., Bunt valley, Maryland 

Vigen K. Babayan 
Vice President, Science and Technology 
Stokely van camp, Inc., Indianapolis, Indiana 

Linda Bartoshuk 
Associate Professor 
Depart•nt of Bpidemiology and Psychology 
Yale School of Medicine, New Haven, Connecticut 

G. Robert DiMarco 
Director, Central Research 
General !bods Corporation, White Plains, New York 

Daniel P. Parkas 
Professor and Chairperson 
Department of l't>Od Science and au.an aitrition 
College of Buman Resources 
university of Delaware, Newark, Delaware 

Dee McDonald Graham 
Assistant Director, Scientific Research 
Del Monte Corporation Research Center, Walnut Creek, 

california 

'l.'heodore P. Labuza 
Professor of l't>Od Science and Technology 
university of Minnesota, St. Paul, Minnesota 

LUdwig Rebenfeld 
President 
Textile Research Institute, Princeton, New Jersey 

Prank R. Fisher 
Executive Director 
Advisory Board on Military Personnel Supplies 
National Reoearch Council, Washington, D.c. 
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GENERAL CCllMI'l'TEE ON DoD POOD PROGRAM 

Vigen K. Babayan, Chairman 
Vice President, Science and Technology 
Stokely Van camp, Inc., Indianapolis, Indiana 

David H. Ashton 
Laboratory Manager, Research and Development Department 
Bunt-Wesson !OC>ds, Inc., PUllerton, California 

Malcolm c. Bourne• 
Professor of !OOd Science and Technology 
New York State Agricultural Experiment Station 
O>rnell University, Geneva, New York 

Fergus M. Clydesdale** 
Professor, Department of !OOd Science and aitrition 
University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Massachusetts 

Frederick J. Francis•• 
Professor, Depart .. nt of PbOd Science and Ritrition 
University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Massachusetts 

F. B. Boran• 
Q>nsultant 
Bot Springs Village, Arkansas 

Berman H. Kraybill 
scientific O>ordinator for Environmental Cancer 
National Cancer Institute, Bethesda, Maryland 

Chester K. Litllan 
Q>nsultant 
Paradise valley, Arizona 

John D. McLaughlin 
President, L. J. Minor Q>rp. 
Q>lonial Heights, Virginia 

Max Milner 
Executive Officer, American Institute of Rltrition 
Bethesda, Maryland 

Robert o. Nesheim• 
Vice President, Science and Technology 
QI.laker Oats O>mpany, Chicago, Illinois 

William M. Roberts 
Vice President 
Dairymen, Inc., It>uisville, Kentucky 
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Arthur J. Siedler** 
DepartMnt Bead, DepartMnt of lbOd Science 
O'liversity of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois 

Frank R. Fisher 
Study Director 
Advisory Board on Military Personnel Supplies 
National Research council, Washington, D.c. 

s. l!klward Gamarekian 
l!klitor, Advisory Board on Military Peraonnel Supplies 
National Research council, Washington, D.c. 

*"J.'era of appointment began JUly 1, 1980. 
**"J.'era of appointment ended JUne 30, 1980. 
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TASK IORCB 01' GDBRAL OCllMITTBB 

Vigen lit. Babayan, Olairman 
Vice President, Science and Technology 
Stokely van camp, Inc., Indianapolis, Indiana 

Elwood P. caldwell 
Olairaan, Department of lbOd Science and ll.ltrition 
O'liveraity of Minnesota, St. Paul, Minnesota 

Mary Elisabeth Cri111ina 
Vice President, School Services 
ARA Services, Inc., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

Wray B. Dudley 
O>naultant 
Troy, Ohio 

Cheater lit. Litman 
O>naultant 
Paradise valley, Arizona 

Robert Nesheim 
Vice President, Science and Technology 
()laker Oats O>mpany, Olicago, Illinois 

Oscar P. Snyder 
Department of POod Science and ll.ltrition 
O'liversity of Minnesota, St. Paul, Minnesota 

Jerry L. Welbourn 
Research Manager 
McO>raick & O>mpany, O>rporate R6D Laboratories Inc., aunt 

valley, Maryland 
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ARMY PANEL 

Oscar P. Snyder, Jr., Chairman 
Associate Professor, Department of Food Science and Rltrition 
O'liversity of Minnesota, St. Paul, Minnesota 

John P. Norback 
Assistant Professor, Food Systeme Management 
Department of J.lbOd Science 
university of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin 

David R. Thompson 
Assistant Professor, Department of Agricultural Engineering 
O'liversity of Minnesota, St. Paul, Minnesota 

NAVY PANEL 

Chester K. Litman, Chairman 
o:msultant 
Paradise Valley, Arizona 

P. Joseph Corcoran 
Joe Corcoran Associates, Scottsdale, Arizona 

Fergus M. Clydesdale 
Professor, Department of Food Science and Rltrition 
university of Massachusetts, Amherst, Massachusetts 

Adrian w. Phillips 
J.lt>Odservice Systems Design 
Phoenix, Arizona 

AIR FORCE PANEL 

Jerry L. Welbourn, Chairman 
Research Manager 
McCormick & Company, Corporate R&D Laboratories Inc., BUnt 

valley, Maryland 

James A. Brooks 
Manager, Contract Sales 
General Foods Corporation, White Plains, New York 

Nancy E. POgg 
Assistant Director of Food Science 
Nabisco Research Center, Pair Lawn, New Jersey 
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Norman D. Beidlebaugh 
Professor and Bead, Department of veterinary PUblic Health 
College of Veterinary Medicine 
Texas A&M university, College Station, Texas 

Arthur Avery 
Professor, Restaurant and Hotel Management 
PUrdue O'liversity, West Lafayette, Indiana 

MARINE CORPS PANEL 

Wray E. Dudley, Chairman 
Consultant 
Troy, Ohio 

Roland Duning 
Manager of oiit Equipment 
Ponderosa Systems, Inc., Dayton, Ohio 

carroll Johnson 
Vice President, Engineering and Construction Facilities 
Friendly Ice Cream Corporation, Wilbraham, Massachusetts 

LeRoy Dugan, Jr. 
Professor, Food Science and euman aitrition 
Michigan State university, East Lansing, Michigan 

James L. Brown 
Managing Director, customer Services 
National Sanitation POundation, Ann Arbor, Michigan 

DEFENSE LOGISTICS AGENCY PANEL 

Mary Elisabeth Crimmins, Chairman 
Vice President, School Services 
ARA Services, Inc., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

Stanley Segall 
Bead, Department of NUtrition and Food Sciences 
Drexel university, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

Arthur J. Siedler 
Bead, Department of 1'00d Science 
university of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois 
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TECHNOLOGY BASE PANEL 

Elwood F. caldwell, Olairman 
Olairman, Department of Pood Science and Rltrition 
university of Minnesota, St. Paul, Minnesota 

Daniel F. Farkas 
Professor and Chairman, Department of Pood Science and BUman 

aitrition, College of BUman Resources 
university of Delaware, Newark, Delaware 

Edmund w. LUsas 
Director, Food Protein Research and Development center 
Texas A&M university, College Station, Texas 

John A. Troller 
Group Leader, !OOd Microbiology 
Procter & Gamble, Winton Bill Technical center 
Cincinnati, Ohio 

NUTRITION PANEL 

Robert Nesheim, Chairman 
Vice President, Science and Technology 
QUaker oats CX>mpany 
Chicago, Illinois 

Elsworth R. Buskirk 
Director of Laboratory of BUman Performance Research 
Pennsylvania State university 
university Park, Pennsylvania 

Lloyd J. Filer 
Department of Pediatrics 
university of Iowa Hospitals & Clinics, Iowa City, Iowa 

Allison A. Yates 
Administrative Dean 
State College, Johnson City, Tennessee 
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PANEL TASKS 

A.rDly Panel 

The Army Panel was asked to assess the effectiveness of the DoD 
1'00d RDT&Enq Program in dealing with the military service requirements 
of the Army by examining the handling of four specific MSR/JSRs: 

• JSR AAFMN 81-25: New Subsistence Items for DoD 

• USA 3-3: Meal, Ready-to-Fat 

• JSR AM 7-4: LOng-Range Patrol 1'00d Packet 

• USA 8-4: Systems Analysis of Army Hospital Food 
Service Operation 

Navy Panel 

The Navy Panel was asked to assess the effectiveness of the DoD 
1'00d RDT&Eng Program in dealing with the MSRs of the Navy by examining 
the handling of two specific MSRs: 

• USN 2-1: Uniform Ration Oost System 

• USN 7-1: Food Service Systems Afloat Analysis 

Air Pt>rce Panel 

The Air Pt>rce Panel was asked to assess the effectiveness of the 
DoD Food RDT&Eng Program in dealing with the requirements of the Air 
Pt>rce by examining the handling of four specific MSRs: 

• AP 3-16: Dehydrated Whole Milk 

• AP 3-20: Thermostabilized l't>Ods 

• AP 8-1: Automated System for 1'00d Service Operations 

• AP 9-1: Air Pt>rce Mobility and Augmentation Feeding System 

Marine Corps Panel 

The Marine Corps Panel was asked to assess the effectiveness of 
the DoD 1'00d RDT&Eng Program in dealing with the requirements of the 
Marine Corps by examining the handling of three specific MSR/JSRs: 
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• USMC 2-5: Ellergency/Assault Packet 

• JSR AM 3-1: Pbod Service System for Army/Marine Corps in the 
l'ield 

• JSR AM 6-1: Autaaated Pield Bakery System 

Defense IDgistics ~ency (DLA) Panel 

'!be DLA Panel was asked to assess the effectiveness of the DoD 
:ft>Od RDT&Eng Program in dealing with the requirements of the DLA by 
examining the handling of three specific requirements: 

• DLA 6-1: Research on lt>Od Infestation 

• DLA 6-31 Research on causes and Measurements of Spoilage 
!Oases of Perishable Subsistence 

• DLA 7-li A Substitute for Trichloroaelamine 

Technology Base Panel 

'!be Technology Base Panel was asked to examine the charateristics 
and scope of the technology base of the DoD lt>Od RDT&Eng Program in teras 
of its personnel, buildings, equipment, funding, organization, etc. 
As part of its task, the Panel was to consider the following questions: 

• Bow would the technology base of the DoD lt>Od RDT&Eng Progru 
be judged by professionals who are engaged in this type of 
effort outside DoD? 

• Bow relevant is this technology base to military service 
requirements, past, present, and future? 

Rutrition Panel 

The Rutrition Panel was asked to review the nutrition research 
that has been carried out by DoD to date and make a case study of the 
work done on nutrition on the USS Saratoga. As part of its task, the 
Panel was to consider the following questions: 

• Should DoD have its own nutrition research prograa and, if 
so, what specific areas of investigation should it include? 

• Now that the u.s. Congress has given the u.s. Department of 
Agriculture (USDA) the responsibility for mission-related 
nutrition research for the araed services, what type of rela
tionship between DoD and USDA would best serve the needs of 
the armed forces? 
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S'l'UDY GUIDELINES 

The General Committee drew up the following questions to guide 
the panel studies: 

• Are the MSRa being submitted by DoD components (Army, Navy, 
Air Pt>rce, Marine Corps, and DLA) new or are the DoD compo
nents trying to revise or replace existing systems? 

• Bow are the MSRa being handled by the DoD components to which 
they are assigned (the Science and Advanced Technology 
Laboratory, !t>Od Engi- neering Laboratory, and the Operations 
Research and Systems Analysis Office)? 

• What is the extent of the carryover from present and previous 
systems? 

• What is the input from private industry, from the Tech Base, 
from other military systems or programs, and from NLABS? 

• Are the results satisfactory? 

• What conclusions can be drawn and reconnendations made? 

When the Panel reports were submitted to the General Oo111ittee, 
some gaps were noted and, as a result, the Panels were asked to answer 
a number of specific questions: 

• Bow effective has the DoD food program at NLABS been in deal
ing with the food problems of the services? 

• Bow do the services rate the DoD food program at NLABS? Would 
they prefer to do their own food RDT&Eng? Should they do 
their own food RDT&Eng? 

• Bow do the Panela rate NLABS' handling of the specific pro
jects examined by the Panela? 

• Bow does each branch of the service monitor the RDT&Eng being 
done in its behalf by NLABS? 

• What changes in the organization or operation of the DoD food 
program would make it more responsive, more efficient, or 
more effective? 

• Bow can the various branches of the military establishment 
improve their food services and how can NLABS help? 

• Is the DoD RDT&Eng program adequately funded? 
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• Should DoD and the branches of service rely to a greater 
extent on private industry for food RDT&Bng? 

• What is the role of the representative of each service to the 
Joint Technical Staff? Do the services think this represen
tative ia necessary? What changes, if any, should be 
recolllll8nded? 

• Baa the Joint !Ormulation Board (Jl'B) been effective in con
trolling the RDT&Bng program and the services' requirements? 

• Does the DoD food prograa at NI.ABS have adequate impact on 
and input to the various branches of the military? 

• can MSRs be dealt with more efficiently or more effectively? 
Bow? 

• can the relationship between the military services and NI.ABS 
be improved? Bow? If there are any problems at present, 
what are they? 

• can the lines of communication within NI.ABS be improved? 
Bow? What are the problems at present, if any? 

• can the lines of communication between NI.ABS and the various 
branches of the armed services be improved? Bow? What are 
the problems at present, if any? 

• can the lines of communication between NI.ABS and the private 
sector be improved? Bow? What are the problema at present, 
if any? 

• can the Joint Technical Staff be more responsive, more effi
cient, or more effective? Bow? Describe any problems or 
complaints there may be at present. 
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GLOSSARY 

ABMPS Advisory Board on Military Personnel Supplies 

DARCOM Army Materiel Development and Readiness command 

DCSRDA Army Deputy Chief of Staff for Research, Development, and 
.Acquisition 

DoD Department of Defense 

DLA Defense LOgistics Agency 

FEL PbOd Engineering Laboratory 

JPB Joint Pt>rmulation Board 

J'l'S Joint Technical Staff 

MSR Miliary service requirement 

NI.ABS Army Natick Research and Development Laboratories 

OR/SA Operations Research and Systems Analysis Office 

R&D Research and development 

RDT&Eng Research, development, testing, and engineering 

SATL Science and Advanced Technology Laboratory 

SY Scientist-years per year 

USDA U.S. Department of Agriculture 

USDR&E under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering 
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